
Nothing misses
the eye of 

the hawk



Presenting
AssureHawkTM

from Maveric The first-of-its-kind automated 
specifications generating platform for 
Temenos T24

Requires only 10 hours over 10 days to 
generate specifications for two modules of 
your choice



Do you
experience 
one or more
of these?



 Outdated specification documents

 Creation or updates to specifications are 
laborious, time consuming and, often, 
incomplete

 Difficult to access or locate distributed and 
inconsistent specification assets

 Requirements of various stakeholders - 
Business analyst / IT management / 
Operations management not met by the 
specification document

 Specially skilled resources are needed 
with expertise in specifications creation or 
extensive knowledge of T24



Now experience
a breakthrough innovation



Presenting AssureHawk™ 
- An automated solution to generate 
specification documents for Temenos T24 

Our solution uses readily available skills, 
doing away with the need for specialized 
product expertise, business knowledge and 
specification writing skills. AssureHawkTM 
generates complete business and technical 
documentation. Every single change in the 
product is captured effortlessly, without 
duplication of effort.  

The wealth of data generated by 
AssureHawkTM aids change management 
and adds value to business decisions.  
AssureHawkTM mirrors the Temenos T24 
application of the client, thereby providing a 
secure environment and a very simple user 
interface.



What AssureHawkTM does



Maveric AssureHawk™ generates three 
documents from your T24 environment

  Functional specification document that 
lays out the specification for any entry 
screen

  Business product specification that traces 
the lifecycle of the product including the 
normal and exceptional cycles, the 
business rules and the interfaces to other 
modules within the application

  Parameter definition that provides the 
various parameters whether predefined or 
custom, their various record IDs and the 
values carried in them



How AssureHawkTM works



A non-release specific T24 model is 
embedded in AssureHawk™

AssureHawk’s™ inbuilt utility imports 
customer T24 model from their T24 instance 
- covering menu structure, application 
details, version details and parameter data

AssureHawk™ maps imported customer 
T24 schema to the AssureHawkTM T24 
schema

AssureHawkTM highlights areas that require 
manual input of custom attributes and 
business rules

AssureHawkTM checks for completeness of 
capture and validation of business rules

AssureHawkTM generates functional 
specification, business product document 
and parameter documentation
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Your 10 hours



Support is required from

 Your IT team to provide some information 
and run a few routines

 Your business users to validate the rules 

We estimate that 10 hours of your time
over 10 days would be sufficient



How to start bene�ting
from AssureHawkTM  now



You only need 3 simple steps to start 
benefiting from Maveric AssureHawk™

This platform targets customers who have 
implemented or are in the process of 
implementing T24

 Sign up for a free trial for any two T24 
modules of your choice. Please email us 
at assurehawk@maveric-systems.com 
to sign up

 Identify an IT SPOC for us to carry out
the trial

 Identify a relevant business user SPOC 
who will validate output and provide 
additional data for manual input of custom 
attributes and rules

The trial will take 10 business days

While our platform takes care of 
specification generation for T24 currently, we 
are evolving it to look at design, execution 
and test management across other solutions 
and channels as well. 



The Maveric Edge



With a track record of 100% successful 
T24 implementations, Maveric has proven 
and unmatched T24 knowledge and testing 
capabilities backed by deep domain 
competency. 

Maveric has worked on large T24 
transformations, upgrades, greenfields and 
BAU for banking clients across the world.

‘Assurance’ through continuous innovation, 
leading-edge domain expertise and 
relentless passion. This is the Maveric 
commitment that is powering our clients’ 
technology-led business transformations 
and propelling their businesses ahead in 
Europe, Middle East and Asia-Pacific.



Disclaimer

All figures, timelines and flow diagrams inserted in this leaflet 
are for illustrative purposes only and actual results may vary. 
This leaflet is for marketing and promotional purposes only 
and does not carry any express or implied warranty on any of 
the functionality described in the material. Temenos 24 or T24 
is an exclusive intellectual property of a third party and 
Maveric Systems or AssureHawkTM are not related to Temenos 
in any manner.

TEMENOS T24 is a registered trademark of TEMENOS 
HEADQUARTERS SA
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